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As an architect and frequent visitor to Beijing, I find that Tessa Cheek’s Great Wall

Style perfectly captures the sense of place that exists beneath the Mutianyu

section of the Great Wall. More interestingly, this architectural style sourcebook

also tells the story of an American architect’s assimilation into a foreign culture,

and his family’s ongoing efforts that have provided a catalyst for strengthening

the community.

I have spent a few chilly spring nights in one of Jim Spear’s thoughtfully renovated

traditional mud-brick homes at Mutianyu and have experienced the warmth and

hospitality of Mutianyu village residents first hand. This book rekindles my

memories from this special place and showcases how history can be retained and

celebrated through the adaptive reuse of rustic building forms which might

otherwise be slated for demolition in China’s race for economic development.

Memories of intimate conversations with villagers around a crackling evening fire,

dining on fresh local produce, leisurely strolls through persimmon and chestnut

orchards beneath deep blue skies, and moments of solitude upon little-visited

sections of the Great Wall all come flooding back as I leaf through the wonderful

photos in this coffee table book.

The explanatory text is well written and offers informative insights into Spear’s

vision, renovation process, analysis of traditional building forms, use of traditional

building materials and craftsmen in the area, and the positive impact his projects



have had on the local community. Great Wall Style is a visual feast and reflects

how small steps in sustainable growth, international volunteering, community

engagement and historic preservation have created a vibrant oasis in the shadow

of one of China’s national treasures – the Great Wall.

I would recommend this book to anyone who has any interest in the Great Wall,

northern Chinese vernacular architecture or local village life. Architects and

interior designers will be inspired!
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